
Attachment-system

MOLLE-compatible
PALS-system

- 1 strap
- 3 loops

Product information

SINGLE-TAC Holster

Robust, MOLLE-compatible holster for storage of flashlight or knife

✓ durable: reinforced bottom 
✓ universal: elastic sides that allow for adjusting of size of compartment
✓ versatile: suitable for attaching to MOLLE-gear and belt

Description

SINGLE TAC holster is the MOLLE-compatible holster, which is 
designed for safely storage of SNAP rescue knife, multitool or torch. 

This robust and padded holster has a double-layered bottom, made 
of abrasion proof fabric. Two elastic loops at exterior can be used to 
store batteries, pen or short penlight with length of max. 13 cm.

Fixation of TEE-UU logo with hook-and-loop fastener allows to 
remove it if required e.g., due to use at field of operation etc.

PALS attachment system provides a variety of carrying options such 
as attaching to MOLLE-gear (bags or backpacks etc.) as well as to belts

Features:
- main compartment e.g., for: - rescue knife: up to 14 x 5 x 2.5 cm

- torch: up to 14 x Ø 3 cm
- plastic ring on bottom of compartment (prevention against
accidental switching on of torches)

- TEE-UU logo is detachable: mounted on loop-tape (2.5 x 2.5 cm)
- reinforced bottom

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 5 x 14 x 4 cm
• weight: approx. 50 g
• color: black
• material: 1200D polyester
• article-no.: 2770-9005
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Scope of delivery

Holster without any further or pictured supplies

SINGLE TAC holsteruse case:
SINGLE TAC with SNAP rescue knife

rear: PALS loop system with
metal snap fastener

- 2 small elastic compartments
- PALS loop system with metal snap fastener for 

mounting to MOLLE-gear or belt

PALS:
- 1 strap, with metal bolt snap
- max. of loops that can be woven in: 3
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